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Congratulations!

Y

our layout has always been more than the sum of its parts. But until now, combining
those parts into a complete system could be a challenge. Lionel’s new Layout Control
System or “LCS,” fulfills the LEGACY promise of integrated locomotive and layout control.

iPad is a registered trademark of Apple, Inc.

Atlas is a trademark of Atlas Model Railroad Co. Inc.
The following Lionel marks are used throughout this Owner’s Manual and are protected under
law. All rights reserved.
Lionel®, LionChief™, LionChief Plus™, LEGACY™, FasTrack®, TrainMaster®, Odyssey®, RailSounds®,
CrewTalk™, TowerCom™, DynaChuff™, StationSounds™, Pullmor®, ElectroCoupler™, MagneTraction®, CAB-1® Remote Controller, American Flyer®, Lionel ZW®, ZW®, MagniVision®, TMCC®,
Lionelville®, Wireless Tether™, Powerhouse™, LionMaster®, Conventional Classics™, Postwar
Celebration Series™, TruRail™, PH-1 Powerhouse®, Powermaster®, Powerstation-Powerhouse®,
Accessory Motor Controller™, AMC™, Accessory Switch Controller™, ASC™, Action Recorder
Controller™, ARC™, Track Power Controller 300™, TPC 300™, Track Power Controller 400™, TPC
400™, Block Power Controller™, BPC™, Operating Track Controller™, OTC™, FatBoy™, Lionel
Lines®, Joshua Lionel Cowen Series™, Lockon®, TrainSounds™, MultiHorn™, MultiWhistle™,
Choo-Choo™, SensorTrack™, Plug-n-Play™, Imagineering™
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What is Lionel’s Layout Control System?
LCS doesn’t replace your existing Lionel Legacy Control system. It adds to it! You can control your
layout from Lionel Cab Remote controllers or from smart devices like an Apple iPad and run
locomotives, operate track switches, accessories and lighting. Create automatic events to control
passing locomotives and other layout accessories or switches.
LCS is a modular system, with each product offering unique features. No single LCS product
will do everything and not every layout will require every type of LCS device. But a fully realized LCS
system will likely include the following:
• A Lionel Command Base (Legacy or Base-1L) for locomotive control
• LCS WiFi so you can control your layout from smart devices like an iPad®
• LCS ASC2, to operate switches, lighting, and accessories
• LCS STM2 for continuous monitoring of track switch positions
• LCS BPC2 for block power control
• LCS SensorTrack (one or more) which adds a new level of interactivity with compatible Lionel
Legacy and Vision locomotives
• LCS SER2 for computer control and use of existing Lionel serial devices like the TPC-300
and TPC-400

How it works!

A

s you know, your Lionel Cab Remote sends commands to your Command Base. In turn,
the base controls your locomotives via a one-way communication link. LCS works in
parallel with your existing command base, adding a wired network of control modules. Spread
across your layout, these LCS modules operate switches, lighting, accessories, and track power
blocks. LCS is bidirectional, meaning modules can send and receive commands.
And here’s where it all comes together: since LCS can also send commands back through
the command base, LCS devices can operate your locomotives as well as your layout! For
example, a module like SensorTrack™ can make a locomotive blow a grade-crossing signal
as it passes. And the LCS WiFi module connects devices like an Apple iPad® to your layout so
you and your friends can easily operate switches, locomotives and more.

LCS WiFi

LCS SER2

LCS SensorTrack

LCS PDI cables connect modules
for bi-directional communication.

Command base controls locomotives,
one-way communication only

Figure 1. LCS doesn't replace your Lionel Command Base—it adds to it!
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LCS STM2 Module

T

he STM2 module is designed to provide current, accurate information on the position
of up to 16 track switches on your layout. It works with the LCS WiFi module and the
iPad-based Lionel LCS App. When a switch is thrown for any reason, the STM2 generates a
command and sends it through the LCS system. Then, the Lionel LCS App updates the display
of that particular switch. The STM2 is compatible with Lionel FasTrack and Lionel tubular
track switches. It can be used with command controlled switches, as well as remote controlled
switches operated by an ASC2, SC2 or other switch controller. A wire must be connected from
the STM2 to each monitored switch for the STM2 to function.
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Figure 2. LCS STM2 Module
STM2 sends an update when a TMCC command throws a switch, when a wired remote
control switch is operated or when a track switch moves automatically by the non-derailing
function as a locomotive approaches from the reverse (trailing-point) direction. With the
STM2 monitoring up to 16 track switches, any switch operation is instantly transmitted to all
connected LCS-aware apps. To monitor more than 16 track switches, just add an additional
STM2. With the STM2 installed on your layout, you’ll always know what your switches are
doing!
Note! Remember that the STM2 does not operate your switches! Its job is to sense their
position and send a command to the iPad-based Lionel LCS App when a switch
position changes.
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Installing Your First LCS Device

T

he following section describes installation of a new LCS system. If you already have installed
your first LCS component, please skip ahead to the next section titled “Installing additional
LCS devices.”
When installing a new LCS system, the process you will follow depends on which (if any) Lionel
Command Base is to be connected to your LCS system. The following sections describe starting a new
LCS installation with a Legacy Base, a Base-1L, or without any command base.

The LCS DB-9 Cable with Power Supply

E

very LCS system requires exactly one 6-81499 LCS DB-9 Cable with Power Supply. This special
cable has three connectors: (A) a DB-9, with a “pig-tail” cable-mount power supply connector
(C) and also a 10-foot cable with an “LCS PDI” connector at its end (B). See below:
The cable receives power from the included DC wall-pack (12VDC at 1A). Power for each LCS
device is supplied through the single LCS data cable. The LCS DB-9 Cable with Power Supply wallpack is capable of powering dozens and dozens of LCS devices, depending on type. An additional
power booster/cable extender is available for extremely large LCS installations.

Figure 3. The LCS DB-9 Cable with Power Supply (sold separately)
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Installing Your First LCS Device
Installing a new LCS system with a Legacy Base
To install a new LCS system on a layout with a Legacy Command Base:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Turn off power to your layout and Legacy Base.
Connect the DC wall-pack to the female cable-mount connector of the LCS DB-9 Cable.
Connect the DB-9 connector of the LCS DB-9 Cable to your Legacy Command Base.
Connect the LCS PDI cable end of the LCS DB-9 Cable to either connector on your LCS device,
such as an LCS WiFi or LCS SensorTrack or any other Layout Control System product.
5. Restore power to your layout and Legacy Base.
6. Plug in the LCS wall-pack power supply.
Note! If using a Legacy command base, it must have software rev 1.52 or
higher installed.
Your system should resemble the figure below.

Figure 4. Installing a new LCS system with a LEGACY Base
Once connected and powered-up, the yellow LED on the Legacy Base will blink once every second.
With this setup, you can control Lionel locomotives and Layout Control System products using
a Legacy Remote(s) and optionally a CAB-1L remote(s).
If you have additional LCS devices to install, see “Installing additional LCS devices.” If not, skip
ahead to the next section of this manual, “Configuring your LCS Device.”
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Installing Your First LCS Device
Installing a new LCS system with a Base-1L
To install a new LCS system on a layout with a Base-1L Command Base:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Turn off power to your layout and Base-1L
Connect the DC wall-pack to the female cable-mount connector of the LCS DB-9 Cable.
Connect the DB-9 connector of the LCS DB-9 Cable to your Base-1L.
Connect the LCS PDI cable end of the LCS DB-9 Cable to either connector on your LCS device,
such as an LCS WiFi or LCS SensorTrack or any other Layout Control System product.
5. Restore power to your layout and Base-1L.
6. Plug in the LCS wall-pack power supply.
Your system should resemble the figure below.

Figure 5. Installing a new LCS system with a Base-1L
Once connected and powered-up, the red LED on the Base-1L will blink once every second.
With this setup, you can control Lionel locomotives and Layout Control System products using
a CAB-1L remote(s).
If you have additional LCS devices to install, see “Installing additional LCS devices.” If not,
skip ahead to the next section of this manual, “Configuring your LCS Device.”
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Installing Your First LCS Device
Installing LCS with Legacy AND TrainMaster Command Bases

T

he following instructions apply ONLY if you are using one or more original CAB-1 remotes with
a Legacy command base. It is not necessary to follow these instructions to use the CAB-1L remote
with a Legacy command base.
In order to complete this installation, you will need a CAB-1 remote, an original TMCC
TrainMaster command base, a Legacy Command Base with a Legacy CAB-2 remote and the Legacy
serial Y cable (included with the Legacy command base).
Note! This is the ONLY supported application for the Legacy Y cable. The “Command base” end
of the Legacy Serial Y cable cannot be directly connected to any accessory other than the
original TMCC TrainMaster command base.
To install a new LCS system on a layout with a Legacy Command Base, an original TMCC
Command Base and a Legacy Serial Y Cable:
1. Turn off power to your layout, Legacy Base and TMCC TrainMaster command base.
2. Connect the DC wall-pack to the female cable-mount connector of the LCS DB-9 Cable.
3. Connect the DB-9 connector of the Legacy Serial Y cable to your Legacy Command Base.
4. Connect the “Command Base” end of the Legacy Y cable to the DB-9 connector of your TMCC
TrainMaster Command Base.
5. Connect the DB-9 end of the LCS DB-9 Cable to the “Serial Comm” connector of the Legacy
Y cable.
6. Connect the LCS PDI cable end of the LCS DB-9 Cable to either connector on your LCS device,
such as an LCS WiFi or LCS SensorTrack or any other Layout Control System product.
7. Restore power to your layout, Legacy Base and TMCC TrainMaster command base.
8. Plug in the LCS wall-pack power supply.
Note! If using a Legacy command base, it must have software rev 1.52 or higher installed.
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Installing Your First LCS Device
Installing LCS with Legacy AND TrainMaster Command Bases
(continued)
Your system should resemble the figure below.

Figure 6. Installing LCS with Legacy AND TrainMaster Command Bases
Once connected and powered-up, the yellow LED on the Legacy Base will blink once every second.
With this setup, you can control Lionel locomotives and Layout Control System products using any
combination of LEGACY Remotes, CAB-1L remotes and original CAB-1 remotes.
If you have additional LCS devices to install, see “Installing additional LCS devices”. If not, skip
ahead to the next section of this manual, “Configuring your LCS Device.”
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Installing a new LCS system with NO Command Base

T

he Layout Control System can be used without a Legacy or TMCC Command base. This would be
appropriate for a layout which only uses “conventional” or “transformer-controlled” locomotives
or a different type of locomotive control system such as DCC. An LCS WiFi is required, as is one other
LCS module (such as ASC2 or BPC2).
To install a new LCS system on a layout that does NOT include a Legacy or TMCC Command Base:
1. Connect the DC wall-pack to the female cable-mount connector of the LCS DB-9 Cable.
2. Connect the LCS PDI cable end of the LCS DB-9 Cable to either connector on your LCS WiFi.
3. Set the Base/No Base switch to “NO BASE.”
4. Leave the DB-9 connector of the LCS DB-9 Cable unconnected.
5. Plug in the LCS wall-pack power supply.
With this setup, you can control other Layout Control System products using compatible software
on smart devices connected via WiFi or from a computer using a wired serial connection via an LCS
SER2. Since this configuration does not include a command base, you will not be able to use Legacy
or TMCC Cab Remotes, command-controlled locomotives or wireless command controlled switches or
accessories in conjunction with this LCS system.
If you have additional LCS devices to install, see “Installing additional LCS devices”. If not, skip
ahead to the next section of this manual, “Configuring your LCS Device.”
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Installing additional LCS devices

T

his section describes adding a new device to an existing Layout Control System installation. If
you are installing a brand new LCS system, please refer to the previous section of this document,
“Installing Your First LCS Device.”
Adding additional LCS devices to an existing Layout Control System requires an additional cable
for each new device. These “LCS PDI Cables” come in a variety of pre-made lengths. They are not
included with LCS devices and must be purchased separately. LCS PDI Cables are available in a variety
of lengths:
6-81500 - LCS PDI 1ft Cable
6-81501 - LCS PDI 3ft Cable
6-81502 - LCS PDI 10ft Cable
6-81503 - LCS PDI 20ft Cable
Each new device is connected via LCS PDI cables in a “daisy-chain” fashion (one to the next, and
so on). The order of devices in the “chain” is up to you. The only exception is that an LCS WiFi must
be the first device in the chain if no Lionel Command Base is present.
To connect each additional LCS device:
1. Find the “last” LCS device in the chain. One if its two LCS PDI connectors will be in use, the other
will be empty.
2. Using your chosen length LCS PDI Cable, connect one cable end to the unused LCS PDI connector
of the last LCS device in the chain.
3. Connect the second cable end to either of the LCS PDI connectors on your new LCS device (see
figure below). Your new LCS device is now the last one in the chain.

SER2

WiFi

6-81326

6-81325

LCS PDI CABLES
use either connector

LCS PDI CABLES
use either connector

To LCS module or
command base

Figure 7. Installing additional LCS devices
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Configuring Your STM2

T

he illustration below shows the name and location of each button, connector and indicator
light on your LCS STM2 module. The function of each is described on the following pages.

A – Switch-sense screw terminals. Run wires from here to your track switches
(see installation instructions).
B – Switch-sense screw terminal numbers.
C – LCS PDI cable inputs. Use either connector.
D – Red LCS PDI activity indicator.
E – Program button used when setting the STM2’s TMCC ID base address.
F – Green switch sense activity indicator.
G – Sense return screw terminal (see installation instructions).
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Figure 8. STM2 call outs.
The following additional steps required to use your STM2:
1. Run wires from the switch-sense screw terminals to each track switch you wish to
monitor.
2. Connect the Sense Return terminal (see installation instructions).
3. Set the STM2's configuration. Make sure the TMCC IDs of your track switches match
exactly to the base address and Switch-sense screw terminal position on your STM2.
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Configuring the STM2
STM2 Software Configuration

Y

our STM2 configuration includes two parts: a TMCC base ID and an operating mode
(single-wire or two-wire switch sensing).
The base ID of your STM2 should be set to match the lowest-number TMCC switch ID on
your layout. To make most efficient use of your STM2, your layout switches' TMCC IDs should
be assigned consecutively, with no gaps in the numeric sequence.
For all Lionel track switch types, single-wire switch sensing is recommended. In this mode,
your STM2 can monitor the position of up to 16 individual track switches. Two-wire mode is
included to support products such as Atlas awitches. You should choose two-wire mode only if
necessary, as it reduces the number of switches you can monitor by half.
Setting the STM2's TMCC base ID and operating mode are performed in a single operation.
This configuration will be retained even when power is removed from the unit. You'll need
physical access to the STM2 and a CAB remote to complete this operation.
To configure your STM2:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Turn power to your command base and LCS system on.
Press and hold the STM2 PGM button for 1 second. The red LED will begin blinking slowly.
On your Lionel cab remote, press SW (Switch addressing).
Enter the desired 1 or 2 digit base address for your STM2. This should match the TMCC ID
of the lowest-numbered switch on your layout.
5. Press SET. The STM2's red LED will flash quickly, then return to slow flashing.
6. Press the PGM button OR AUX1 for single-wire mode (recommended for most switches) OR
press AUX2 for two-wire operation. The STM2's red LED will flash quickly and then turn
off. The configuration process is complete.
To complete the installation, you must now connect the switch sense wires and Sense Return/
ground wire from the STM2 to the electrical terminals of each track switch you wish to
monitor. The next section of this manual includes sample wring diagrams to help you
complete this task.
Note! In both single-wire and two-wire modes, a Sense Return/ground wire is also
required. In the following example illustrations, this ground wire is shown
connected individually to every switch. Depending on your installation, you may
instead be able to connect a single Sense Return wire to the U terminal on your
track power transformer.
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Wiring examples

T

his section of the manual describes wiring the STM2 for operation with different types of
track switches. In order for the STM2 to do its job, there must be an exact matching of
TMCC IDs in three places: each connected track switch, the STM2's TMCC base address and
switch-sense screw terminal number and finally, the ID setting for each switch graphic on the
Lionel LCS App.
The STM2 has a TMCC Base address. The base address corresponding to the STM2's switchsense screw terminal #1. Each following screw terminal gets the next higher-ID. If your switch
ID number scheme has gaps in the numerical sequence, you won't be able to use your STM2
to its full capacity. Therefore, monitored track switches should be assigned to consecutive
TMCC IDs.
Setting the TMCC base ID of your STM2 is described elsewhere in this document. For
instructions on setting the ID's of your track switches and configuring the Lionel LCS App,
please refer to the documentation for those products.

switch
sense 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9

6-82728

In the example below, the lowest-numbered switch ID on the layout is 21 and the
remaining switches are numbered consecutively through ID 26. In this case, the STM2 would
be assigned a base ID of 21. A wire from switch-sense screw terminal 1 would run to switch 21
and each subsequent screw terminal would be wired to the next-higher ID-numbered switch.

STM2 TMCC
Base ID
Set To 21
ID 26

8
7
6

ID 25

5
4
3
2 1

ID 23

switch
sense

STM2

ID 24

ID 22
ID 21

Figure 9. Each switch-sense screw terminal must connect to a command controlled switch with a
corresponding TMCC ID.
Note! Sense return wire(s) not shown in the above illustration.
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Wiring examples
Wiring a FasTrack Command Controlled Switch
To connect one FasTrack command-controlled switch to your STM2:
1. Determine which switch-sense screw terminal (1-16) matches the ID of the track switch.
2. Connect a wire from that screw terminal (#1 shown below) to the RSC Lights terminal of
your command-controlled FasTrack switch.
3. Connect a wire from the Sense Return terminal of the STM2 to the GND wire of your
command-controlled FasTrack switch.
FasTrack Command
switch terminals

To Manual
Controller
RSC OUT
LIGHTS
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Figure 10. LCS STM2 Switch Throw Monitor wiring example with Command-Controlled FasTrack
switch.
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Wiring examples
Wiring a FasTrack Remote-Controlled Switch & ASC2
To connect a FasTrack remote-controlled switch to and ASC2 and STM2:
1. Connect your ASC2 to your remote-controlled switch following the instructions in the
ASC2's Owner's Manual. Confirm that you can operate your switch using your Lionel CAB
Remote before proceeding to the next step.
2. Determine which switch-sense screw terminal (1-16) matches the ID of the track switch.
3. Connect a wire from that screw terminal (#1 shown below) to the RSC Lights terminal of
your command-controlled FasTrack switch.
4. Connect a wire from the Sense Return terminal of the STM2 to the GND wire of your
command-controlled FasTrack switch.
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Figure 11. LCS STM2 Switch Throw Monitor wiring example with FasTrack switch and LCS ASC2.
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Wiring examples
Wiring a Lionel Tubular Remote Operating Switch and ASC2
To connect a Lionel Tubular Remote Operating switch to an ASC2 and STM2:
1. Connect your ASC2 to Lionel tubular switch as shown. Confirm that you can operate the
switch using your Lionel CAB Remote before proceeding to the next step.
2. Determine which switch-sense screw terminal (1-16) matches the corresponding ASC2 ID
for each track switch.
3. Connect a wire from that STM2 screw terminal (#1 shown below) to terminal 3 on the
switch.
4. Connect a wire from the Sense Return terminal of the STM2 to the GND wire of your
switch, U terminal or track ground.
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Figure 12. LCS STM2 Switch Throw Monitor wiring example with a Lionel tubular track switch and
LCS ASC2.
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Wiring examples
Wiring Lionel #5122 Switches
To connect one or more #5122 switches to an ASC2 and your STM2:
1. Connect your ASC2 to your #5122 switch following the instructions in the ASC2's Owner's
Manual. Confirm that you can operate each switch using your Lionel CAB Remote before
proceeding to the next step.
2. Determine which switch-sense screw terminal (1-16) matches the corresponding ASC2 ID
for each track switch.
3. Connect a wire from that screw terminal (#1 & #2 shown below) to the "out" (center)
terminal of that switch.
4. Connect a wire from the Sense Return terminal of the STM2 to the GND wire of your
switch, U terminal or track ground.
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Figure 13. LCS STM2 Switch Throw Monitor wiring example w ith two Lionel #5122 switches and an
LCS ASC2. .
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Wiring examples
Wiring an Atlas Remote Operating Switch
To monitor the position of an Atlas Remote switch, you'll need to set your STM2 to the
optional two-wire mode (see page 14). Two-wire mode applies to all sense terminals on the
STM2, so a single STM2 can monitor up to 8 Atlas switches.
To connect an Atlas switch to an ASC2 and your STM2:
LCS PDI CABLES
use either connector
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1. Connect your ASC2 to your Atlas switch following the instructions in the ASC2's Owner's
Manual. Confirm that you can operate that switch using your Lionel CAB Remote before
proceeding to the next step.
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2. Set your ASC2 for two-wire mode
(see page 14). Determine which
switch-sense screw terminal pair
(1&2, 3&4, etc.) matches the
corresponding ASC2 ID for the
track switch. In this example, the
ASC2 Switch 3 terminals are used;
the third pair of sense terminals on
the STM2 are numbers 5&6.

Out

Common/U

Power/A

3. Connect wires from those screw
terminals to the two outer
terminals of the switch as shown.
4. Connect a wire from the Sense
Return terminal of the STM2 to
the GND wire of your switch, U
terminal or track ground.
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Figure 14. LCS STM2 Switch Throw Monitor wiring example w ith an Atlas switch and an LCS ASC2. .
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Using the STM2
Verify Your Wiring

O

nce your wiring is complete, test your physical installation by operating each connected
switch, one at a time. As each switch throws, watch for the STM2's green "SW" LED to
blink. This green light will flash each time any connected switch operates, regardless of if it
was triggered by a command from your handheld remote, software such as the Lionel LCS
iPad App, a manual activation of the switch by hand or by a locomotive triggering the switch's
non-detailing feature.
The green LED blinks when a voltage change is detected on any of the 16 switch sense
screw terminal inputs. Note that a green blink should always be accompanied by a red blink,
which indicates command activity on the LCS PDI cable.
If the green LED does not flash when a particular switch is thrown, you have a wiring error,
a defective track switch or you are attempting to use an incompatible track switch. If there's a
problem, correct it before continuing on to the next step.

Confirming Operation on your iPad

F

inally, confirm the logical connection between the STM2 and the rest of your system. Open
the Lionel LCS app and viewing one of your custom control panels, operate one or more of
the switches connected to your STM2. Everything should work as normal.
Now, use your finger to flick the switch and change it from through to out or vice versa.
Watch the screen of your iPad. The switch graphic on your Lionel LCS app should toggle as
you manually throw the switch. Then go on and operate each track switch to confirm the
screen always shows the correct switch position.
If one or more switches do not update the screen when manually operated, re-check your
wiring (see above). Otherwise, the problem is a mismatch between the TMCC ID used to
control that switch and the base address and screw terminal number of your STM2. Refer back
to the example on page 15 and confirm that:
• All your connected switches have sequentially-numbered TMCC IDs
• The base TMCC ID of your STM2 is the same TMCC ID as the track switch wired to switch
sense screw terminal #1.
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Appendix
Operation of LEDs

O

n power up, the Red LED on your STM2 will turn on for 1 second. If it remains on
continuously, this indicates a problem with the LCS PDI cabling or your command base.
During operation, the Red LED flickers when commands are passing through the
LCS PDI bus.
The green "SW" LED will blink each time a compatible voltage change is detected at any of
the 16 switch sense screw terminals of your STM2. In operation, when a switch wired to your
STM2 throws, the green light should blink. Whenever the green LED blinks, the red LED will
blink also. This is normal operation.

Specifications of the LCS STM2
Mechanical
• Size: 3.7” x 2.7” x 1.2”
• Mounting: Two #4 pan head sheet metal screws
Electrical
• Input PDI supply current: 35 mA
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